CN12159_LENA-S-DL

DETAILS
- Ordering Number: CN12159_LENA-S-DL
- Family: Lena
- Type: Reflector
- Color: Metal
- Diameter: 111 mm
- Height: 87.8 mm
- Style: Round
- Optic Material: PMMAPC
- Holder Material: PC
- Fastening: Screw
- Status: In Production
- ROHS compliant: yes
- Date Updated: 23/11/2011

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
- Viewing Angle (FWHM): 11°
- Light Beam Type: Spot
- Efficiency: –
- cd/lm: –

GENERAL INFORMATION
- Materials: PMMA 8N UL 94
- PMMA 8N Plexiglas
- PC Makrolon datasheet
- PC Makrolon UL
- Installation
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